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The story has been variously accounted for. Some have

held, as we learn from Sir 'Walter Scott in his '
Demonology,"

that his Lordship, weary of life, and fond of notoriety, first

invented the prediction, with its accompanying circumstances,

and then destroyed himself to fulfil it. And it is added, in a

note furnished by a friend of Sir Walter's, that the whole inci

dent has been much exaggerated. "I heard Lord. Fortescue

once say," says the writer of the note, "that he was in the

house with Lord Lyttelton at the time of the supposed visita

tion, and he mentioned the following circumstances as the only
foundation for the extraordinary superstructure at which the

world has wondered: - 'A woman of the party had one day
lost a favorite bird, and all the men tried to recover it for her.

Soon after, on assembling at breakfast, Lord Lyttelton com

plained of having passed a very bad night, and having been

worried in his dreams by a repetition of the chase of the lady's

bird. His death followed, as stated in the story." Certainly,

had this been all, it would be scarce necessary to infer that his

Lordship destroyed himself. But the testimony of Lord For"

tescue does not amount to more than simply that at first Lord

Lyttelton told but a part of his dream; while the other evidence

goes to show that lie subsequently added the rest. Nor does

the theory of the premeditated suicide seem particularly happy.

seized with convulsions ill the evening, and expired, putting off his clothes
to go into bed. These circumstances are not only verified by Charles

Wal-y, Esq., a captain in the royal navy, and many otier respectable
characters, witnesses of his Lordship's conversation and exit, but are

remarkably impressed by the additional circumstance of a very intimate
friend of Lord Lyttclton, at Dartford, in Kent, dreaming on the night of
this evening (Saturday, November 27) that his Lordship had appeared to
him towards daybreak, and, drawing back the curtain, said, 'My dear
friend, it is all over; you see me for the last time,'- or words to that
effect."
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